### Hardcover Fiction

1. **All the Devils Are Here**  
   Louise Penny, Minotaur, $28.99, 9781250145239
2. **The Lying Life of Adults**  
   Elena Ferrante, Europa Editions, $26, 9781609455910
3. **Transcendent Kingdom**  
   Yaa Gyasi, Knopf, $27.95, 9780525658184
4. **The Vanishing Half**  
   Brit Bennett, Riverhead Books, $27, 9780525536291
5. **Squeeze Me**  
   Carl Hiaasen, Knopf, $28.95, 9781524733452
6. **Where the Crawdads Sing**  
   Delia Owens, Putnam, $26, 9780735219090
7. **Luster**  
   Raven Leilani, FSG, $26, 9780374194321
8. **Mexican Gothic**  
   Silvia Moreno-Garcia, Del Rey, $27, 9780525620785
9. **Hamnet**  
   Maggie O'Farrell, Knopf, $26.95, 9780525657606
10. **Devolution**  
    Max Brooks, Del Rey, $28, 9781984826787
11. **Utopia Avenue**  
    David Mitchell, Random House, $30, 9780812997439
12. **The Guest List**  
    Lucy Foley, Morrow, $27.99, 9780062868930
13. **American Dirt**  
    Jeanine Cummins, Flatiron Books, $27.99, 9781250209764
14. **The City We Became**  
    N.K. Jemisin, Orbit, $28, 9780316509848
15. **The Dutch House**  
    Ann Patchett, Harper, $27.99, 9780062963673

*Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.*
Hardcover Non-Fiction

1. Caste
Isabel Wilkerson, Random House, $32, 9780593230251

2. How to Be an Antiracist
Ibram X. Kendi, One World, $27, 9780525509288

3. Too Much and Never Enough
Mary L. Trump, Ph.D., S&S, $28, 9781982141462

4. Untamed
Glennon Doyle, The Dial Press, $28, 9781984801258

5. Between the World and Me
Ta-Nehisi Coates, One World, $26, 9780812993547

6. Vesper Flights
Helen MacDonald, Grove Press, $27, 9780802128812

7. His Truth Is Marching On
Jon Meacham, Random House, $30, 9781984855022

8. Breath
James Nestor, Riverhead Books, $28, 9780735213616

9. Melania and Me: The Rise and Fall of My Friendship with the First Lady
Stephanie Winston Wolkoff, Gallery Books, $28, 9781982151249

10. Donald Trump v. The United States: Inside the Struggle to Stop a President
Michael S. Schmidt, Random House, $30, 9781984854667

*11. What It’s Like to Be a Bird
David Allen Sibley, Knopf, $35, 9780307957894

12. Twilight of the Gods: War in the Western Pacific, 1944-1945
Ian W. Toll, Norton, $40, 9780393080650

13. Hoax
Brian Stelter, Atria/One Signal Publishers, $28, 9781982142445

14. Me and White Supremacy
Layla Saad, Sourcebooks, $25.99, 9781728209807

15. I Have Something to Tell You: A Memoir
Chasten Buttigieg, Atria Books, $27, 9781982138127

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
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Paperback Fiction

1. The Overstory
   Richard Powers, Norton, $18.95, 9780393356687

2. Circe
   Madeline Miller, Back Bay, $16.99, 9780316556323

3. Normal People
   Sally Rooney, Hogarth, $17, 9781984822185

4. The Nickel Boys
   Colson Whitehead, Anchor, $15.95, 9780345804341

5. The Testaments
   Margaret Atwood, Anchor, $16.95, 9780525562627

*6. A Gentleman in Moscow
   Amor Towles, Penguin, $17, 9780143110439

7. The Starless Sea
   Erin Morgenstern, Anchor, $16.95, 9781101971383

8. Parable of the Sower
   Octavia E. Butler, Grand Central, $16.99, 9781538732182

9. Girl, Woman, Other
   Bernardine Evaristo, Grove Press/Black Cat, $17, 9780802156983

10. This Tender Land
    William Kent Krueger, Atria, $17, 9781476749303

11. Little Fires Everywhere
    Celeste Ng, Penguin, $17, 9780143135166

*12. The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek
    Kim Michele Richardson, Sourcebooks Landmark, $15.99, 9781492671527

*13. Pachinko
    Min Jin Lee, Grand Central, $16.99, 9781455563920

*14. Nothing to See Here
    Kevin Wilson, Ecco, $16.99, 9780062913494

*15. City of Girls
    Elizabeth Gilbert, Riverhead Books, $17, 9781594634741

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Paperback Non-Fiction

1. **Braiding Sweetgrass**
   Robin Wall Kimmerer, Milkweed Editions, $18, 9781571313560

2. **White Fragility**
   Robin DiAngelo, Beacon Press, $16, 9780807047415

3. **Stamped from the Beginning**
   Ibram X. Kendi, Bold Type Books, $19.99, 9781568585987

4. **The Warmth of Other Suns**
   Isabel Wilkerson, Vintage, $17.95, 978067979763888

5. **So You Want to Talk About Race**
   Ijeoma Oluo, Seal Press, $16.99, 9781580058827

6. **The Truths We Hold**
   Kamala Harris, Penguin, $18, 9780525560739

7. **The Fire Next Time**
   James Baldwin, Vintage, $13.95, 9780679794726

8. **My Grandmother's Hands**
   Resmaa Menakem, Central Recovery Press, $17.95, 9781942094470

9. **On Tyranny**
   Timothy Snyder, Tim Duggan Books, $9.99, 9780804190114

10. **Born a Crime**
    Trevor Noah, One World, $18, 9780399588198

11. **Know My Name**
    Chanel Miller, Penguin, $18, 9780735223721

12. **The New Jim Crow**
    Michelle Alexander, New Press, $18.99, 9781620971932

13. **Running with Sherman**
    Christopher McDougall, Vintage, $16.95, 9780525433255

14. **Wow, No Thank You.**
    Samantha Irby, Vintage, $15.95, 9780525563488

15. **The Four Agreements**
    Don Miguel Ruiz, Amber-Allen, $12.95, 9781878424310

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Children’s Illustrated

1. Antiracist Baby
   Ibram X. Kendi, Ashley Lukashevsky (Illus.), Kokila, $8.99, 9780593110508

2. Wild Symphony
   Dan Brown, Susan Batori (Illus.), Rodale Kids, $18.99, 9780593123843

3. Goodnight Moon
   Margaret Wise Brown, Clement Hurd (Illus.), Harper, $8.99, 9780694003617

*4. The Going to Bed Book
   Sandra Boynton, Little Simon, $5.99, 9780671449025

5. I Promise
   LeBron James, Nina Mata (Illus.), Harper, $19.99, 9780062971067

6. All Are Welcome
   Alexandra Penfold, Suzanne Kaufman (Illus.), Knopf Books for Young Readers, $17.99, 9780525579649

7. I Am Every Good Thing
   Derrick Barnes, Gordon C. James (Illus.), Nancy Paulsen Books, $17.99, 9780525518778

*8. Sulwe
   Lupita Nyong’o, Vashti Harrison (Illus.), Simon & Schuster, $17.99, 9781534425361

*9. Let’s Talk About Race
   Julius Lester, Karen Barbour (Illus.), Harper, $7.99, 9780064462266

*10. Moo, Baa, La La La!
    Sandra Boynton, S&S, $5.99, 9780671449018

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Early & Middle Readers

1. **Rowley Jefferson’s Awesome Friendly Adventure**
   Jeff Kinney, Amulet, $14.99, 9781419749094

2. **The One and Only Bob**
   Katherine Applegate, Patricia Castelao (Illus.), Harper, $18.99, 9780062991317

3. **New Kid**
   Jerry Craft, Harper, $12.99, 9780062691194

4. **A Whale of the Wild**
   Rosanne Parry, Lindsay Moore (Illus.), Greenwillow Books, $17.99, 9780062995926

5. **This Book Is Anti-Racist**

6. **Ghosts**
   Raina Telgemeier, Graphix, $10.99, 9780545540629

*7. **A Wolf Called Wander**
   Rosanne Parry, Monica Armino (Illus.), Greenwillow Books, $16.99, 9780062895936

8. **The One and Only Ivan**
   Katherine Applegate, Patricia Castelao (Illus.), Harper, $8.99, 9780061992278

9. **Diary of an Awesome Friendly Kid: Rowley Jefferson’s Journal**
   Jeff Kinney, Abrams, $13.99, 9781419740275

*10. **Lightfall: The Girl & the Galdurian**
    Tim Probert, HarperAlley, $12.99, 9780062990464

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Young Adult

1. **Stamped**: Racism, Antiracism, and You  
   Jason Reynolds, Ibram X. Kendi, Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, $18.99, 9780316453691

2. **Cemetery Boys**  
   Aiden Thomas, Swoon Reads, $17.99, 9781250250469

3. **The Hate U Give**  
   Angie Thomas, Balzer + Bray, $18.99, 9780062871350

4. **Punching the Air**  
   Ibi Zoboi, Yusef Salaam, Balzer + Bray, $19.99, 9780062996480

5. **Fable**  
   Adrienne Young, Wednesday Books, $18.99, 9781250254368

6. **We Were Liars**  
   E. Lockhart, Ember, $10.99, 9780385741279

*7. **What If It’s Us**  
   Becky Albertalli, Adam Silvera, HarperTeen, $12.99, 9780062795236

*8. **The Running Dream**  
   Wendelin Van Draanen, Ember, $9.99, 9780375866289

*9. **The Prince and the Dressmaker**  
   Jen Wang, First Second, $16.99, 9781626723634

10. **A Song Below Water**  
    Bethany C. Morrow, Tor Teen, $17.99, 9781250315328

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Children’s Series

1. **Dog Man: Grime and Punishment**
   Dav Pilkey, Graphix, $12.99, 9781338535624

2. **Midnight Sun**
   (Twilight)
   Stephenie Meyer, Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, $27.99, 9780316707046

3. **Logan Likes Mary Anne!**
   (The Baby-Sitters Club Graphic Novel, #8)
   Ann M. Martin, Gale Galligan (Illus.), Graphix, $12.99, 9781338304541

4. **The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes**
   (A Hunger Games Novel)
   Suzanne Collins, Scholastic, $27.99, 9781338635171

5. **American Royals II: Majesty**
   Katharine McGee, Random House Books for Young Readers, $18.99, 9781984830210

6. **Dog Man: Fetch-22**
   Dav Pilkey, Graphix, $12.99, 9781338323214

*7. **The Hidden Oracle**
   (The Trials of Apollo, Book One)
   Rick Riordan, Hyperion, $9.99, 9781484746417

8. **The Dragonet Prophecy**
   (Wings of Fire, Book One)
   Tui T. Sutherland, Scholastic, $6.99, 9780545349239

*9. **The Cruel Prince**
   (The Folk of the Air, #1)
   Holly Black, Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, $12.99, 9780316310314

*10. **A Boy Called Bat**
    Elana K. Arnold, Charles Santoso (Illus.), Walden Pond Press, $6.99, 9780062445834

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.